Make the grade

AQA Art, Craft & Design: A level
Student:______________
Target grade:
Coursework grade:

Key dates
Exam Unit launch & preparation :

Coursework 60% of overall mark
Exam 40% of overall mark

Feb 1st onwards in lessons and for homework.

Exam dates:

Exam 8th to 10 May

Extra Support Available
Afterschool sessions every Monday and Wednesday 3:15—4:15 in C23 and C24
Both C23 and C24 are available during study periods for students to access materials and
staff.
Email:
k.storer@ashbyschool.org.uk
s.kesterton@ashbyschool.org.uk

a.davis@ashbyschool.org.uk

Make the grade

A Level Art, Craft and Design. Exam Preparation Programme
Examination Preparation - A Guide to achieving a good grade in the examination unit
1. Mood boards/Mind Maps
Friday 8th Feb 2019

A2 (or 2 x A3) sized mood board/mind map. Setting the scene for your project with initial research.

2. INITIAL OBSERVATIONS
Friday 8th Feb 2019

Initial observations responding to your chosen exam theme.

3. By end of this week you should
have completed……
*ARTISTS CONSTELLATION
*PHOTOSHOOT ONE
*IN THE STYLE OF OBSERVATIONS
Friday 15th Feb 2019

Three to five key artists researched in a constellation format. Making connections to each of them, connections to your exam theme and ideas that each of them give you. Discuss their subject, composition, media and
technique, colour and mood and personal opinion of why you selected them.

Three observational studies in the style of your artists.

A photoshoot in response to your theme.

4. By end of this week you should
have completed…….
ARTISTS ANALYSIS
PHOTOSHOOT TWO
5. By end of this week you should
have completed…….
MORE OBSERVATIONS
Friday 1st March 2019
6. By end of this week you should
have completed…….
MEDIA & TECHNIQUE EXPERIMENTS

Number of Sketchbook pages total = 2
Number of Sketchbook pages total = 5

Number of Sketchbook pages total = 9
Artist analysis pages. At least three artists – researched in depth, including analysis, drawings, notes etc.
Photoshoot two – exploring composition and message.
Number of Sketchbook pages total = 17

Intentions page (Where am I at/Where am I going).
Creating artwork from your photoshoot.
Combining elements from your artist work with your own ideas.
Number of Sketchbook pages total = 20
Large scale pieces, based on photoshoots 1 and 2
Photoshoot three done.
Initial ideas for final piece
Number of Sketchbook pages total = 22 plus 2 large scale

7. By end of this week you should
have completed…….
FINAL PIECE DEVELOPMENT
Friday 15th March 2016

Develop ideas for a final piece. Work to scale. Explore colour palettes, media and
techniques, compositions etc.

8 – 12 this includes the Easter
Holidays

Final piece mock up. Practice complicated sections of the final piece. Time your work.
Further artist research and images that links more directly to your chosen final piece (if needed).
Photoshoots. Purchasing kit. Acting on feedback.
Number of Sketchbook pages total = 28

FINAL DEVELOPMENT and
FINAL PIECE

Number of Sketchbook pages total = 24

Make the grade

AS Art, Craft and Design. Exam Preparation Programme 2018
Examination Preparation - A Guide to achieving a good grade in the examination unit
EXAM WEEK 8TH – 10TH
All prep work must be handed in at the start of the exam
MAY 2019.
If you can try to achieve the extra below it may be the difference between you getting an A grade and an A*.
Sketchbook

Check your sketchbook is complete, you have fully explored your theme, have planned thoroughly for your
exam time knowing how long the work is going to take and what you are going to do.

Final piece mock up
Time yourself over a period of hours and see how long your final piece idea will take in the exam.
There is nothing worse than for you to finish too quickly in the exam, this is bad planning. Or worse,
run out of time
altogether!
You have extra time here to plan and prepare your final few large-scale pieces for your exam. Ensure
you take paper/board/gum strip home with you.
Aims: For large-scale work or work out of sketchbook

You are looking at producing one large-scale piece per week. Before March 1st you should
be ready to start a large-scale piece of work. From then on what you do will be dictated by
your sketchbook development. In total, if you have stuck to this plan, you should have
around 6 large-scale pieces of work. Remember in your examination you are producing
one or more large-scale pieces so this practice is essential for development and to ensure
you know what you are doing for your exam.
Assessment Objectives:

Understand the assessment objectives and ensure you are covering them all. Read them throughout
your project and revisit them often to see if you are hitting your targets. Your examination unit doesn’t
give you the opportunity to go back and improve it once your exam is completed so you have to get it
right first time every time. Try not to think of your assessment objectives as individual pages or pieces of
work. They are all interlinked and you should find all four occurring throughout the whole sketchbook.
For example when you are doing a sketch drawing in b/w media at the start of the project it can cover
A01, A03 and A04 as it involves observation, development of ideas and personal response. Each assessment objective is not mutually exclusive.

